Abstract. We consider reaction-diffusion equations with a strongly varying diffusion lengthscale. We provide a mathematical study of the relaxation towards the steady planar solution, in the context of infinitesimal disturbances whose wavelength is much shorter than the total thickness of the wave. The models under study are relevant in the description of ablation fronts encountered in inertial confinment fusion, when hydrodynamical effects are neglected.
Introduction
The paper is motivated by the the short wavelength stabilization of the wrinkled ablation front encountered in inertial confinement fusion (ICF). This will be shown to be in contrast with another thermal wave: the flame propagating in premixed gases; see [6] and [10] . The formulation of the problem is similar but the increase in temperature and the regime of hydrodynamical instability are different. The main characteristics of ablation fronts in ICF may be summarized as follows. Firstly, owing to a large variation of heat conductivity, the diffusion length-scale varies strongly across the unperturbed planar wave. Secondly, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is such that the physically relevant disturbances have a wavelength that lies in an intermediate range, between the shortest length-scale and the largest one (total thickness of the wave). By comparison, the diffusion length-scale in flames does not vary much across the flame structure and, in addition, the relevant disturbances have a wavelength which is not shorter than the total thickness of the wave [5] . As suggested in [6] , the difference in the behaviours is enlightened by the study of a much simpler problem, namely the relaxation of wrinkled reaction-diffusion waves, free from hydrodynamical effects. This is precisely the purpose of the present paper.
Diffusive-thermal models.
We are interested in the relaxation rate of the following two-dimensional diffusive-thermal model, written in non-dimensional form:
T (t,−∞,y) = ε ′ , T (t,+∞,y) = 1, T t,x,y + 2π k = T (t,x,y).
(1.1)
Here T is the reduced temperature scaled by its maximum value at the hot side, 0 ≤ ε ′ < 1. F (T ) is the nonlinear term describing the heat release rate, F (ε ′ ) = F (1) = 0, F (T ) > 0 on ]ε ′ ,1[, and c is the constant propagation velocity of the unperturbed planar wave. This quantity is an eigenvalue value of the steady version of (1.1), T t = 0. Finally, the 2π k -periodicity in y (with k > 0 very large) accounts for the initial wrinkling of the front -that we may define as the region where the temperature is equal to 2ε
′ . We take a reduced heat conductivity of the form λ(T ) = T m−1 , m > 2. (1.2) According to the elementary kinetic theory of gases, one has m ≈ 3/2 in flames, and the temperature ratio 1/ε ′ is about 6 to 9. For ablation fronts in ICF the temperature ratio is much higher, 1/ε ′ ≈ 50, and, according to the Spitzer law for the conduction by the electrons of a dilute plasma, the power index is m = 7/2. In any case we will take m > 2.
We consider small values of ε ′ , so that we are dealing with a conduction lengthscale λ(T )/c that varies strongly across the wave from ε ′m−1 /c to 1/c. In view of the comparison with the results in [6] and [10] , it is worth stressing that, according to the scaling of the reduced temperature T in (1.1), the length-scale in (1.1) is reduced by the conduction length-scale at the hot side.
For reasons discussed below, we consider two values of the exponent, n = 0 and n = 1.
Physical content of the models.
Equation (1.1) with n = 0 corresponds to the usual diffusive-thermal model, written in the referential frame of the unperturbed planar wave. It is obtained from the equation for the conservation of energy in a low Mach number flow of perfect gas with a unity Lewis number, when the variation of density, ρ = 1/T , and the flow modification are omitted. For disturbances with a wavelength larger than the total thickness of the thermal wave, the relaxation rate is proportional to the square of the wave number, as it is expected from the diffusion equation. For such disturbances, the density induced hydrodynamical effects do not change the relaxation rate qualitatively; they modify only the coefficient of proportionality [5] .
The situation is different for very short wavelengths, since the form of the relaxation law is modified by the density variation. In order to point out this effect we introduce the model (1.1) with n = 1, so that the variation of density is taken into account only in the inertial term. This artificial model is not Galilean invariant. Obviously, this is not the case for the basic equations describing the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, when the full hydrodynamic effects are included properly. A simple Galilean invariant model may be obtained by neglecting only the transverse flow. In such an intermediate model, the quantity c in (1.1) (with n = 1) is the mass flux, c = w/T , which is a function of x, y and t, and the continuity equation
should be added. However the simpler model constituted by the single Equation (1.1) with n = 1 and c constant is worth investigating. First, it keeps the basic onedimensional wave (see Section 2) as a stationary solution (we could think of replacing the cT x term by cT x T , but this would break the physical wave structure that we wish to keep). Second, we show in this paper that it describes a relaxation rate at small wavelengths (see Theorem 1.1 below) which is indeed close to the previous approximate results obtained within the framework of the basic model taking fully into account the hydrodynamic effects; see [10] and the references herein. This strongly suggests that the dominant mechanism of relaxation is included in model (1.1) with n = 1. A study of the more complete model will be undertaken somewhere else.
The temperature cutoff and the linear equation.
It is customary [3] to shift the unknown T to
the function λ is -at least in the porous media equation -Lipschitz in the vicinity of its zero set [3] , and smooth up to the boundary of its zero set [4] . It satisfies The steady planar wave p(x) is stable, and the goal of the paper is to compute the relaxation rate of a solution to (1.4), for small ε, and for a highly wrinkled initial disturbance; see below the last sentence of this section. Consider the linearisation of (1.4) around p, λ = p(x) + u(t,x,y),
Introduce, as is usual, the ansatz
where the wrinkling of the front is accounted for by the exponential of iky. The equation for v becomes
The two characteristic exponents of (1.7) at x → −∞ (p → ε, f = 0) are
From now on, the modulus of the wave vector k will be denoted by k for simplicity. We are interested in the range of intermediate wavelengths 1 ≪ k ≪ ε −1 . The inequality 1 ≪ k insures that the wavelength is much shorter than the total thickness of the wave. If we anticipate that s > 0 and 0 < ε(sε
we have 0 < r − < r + with r + ∼ c/ε. The condition assumed in the whole paper will be
(1.9)
1.4. Contents. We consider here the limit (1.9), and look for positive solutions of (1.7) of maximal decay, i.e. those decaying at −∞ like e r+x with r + ∼ c/ε. The corresponding eigenvalue is then called the principal eigenvalue, and on the whole line the problem of its existence can be quite intricate; see [2] , for instance. Here there is only one, called s, and our main result elucidates its behaviour in the limit ε ≪ k −1 . The case n = 0 was analysed for the first time, in a formal fashion, in [6] . For asymptotics in a different (semi-classical) regime, see [8] . Here is our main result: Theorem 1.1. Choose m > 2. For n = 1 there is ν m > 0, independent of ε and k, such that, in the limit (1.9) we have:
It may at first sight look restrictive to consider solutions of (1.7) having maximal decay. We claim that it is a physically natural choice; let us indeed recall that the conductivity λ in (1.4) is of the order ε and that -as will be seen in Section 2 below -its derivative (or the deviation from its limit at −∞) decays like e cx/ε as x → −∞. In the limit ε → 0, both quantities would be 0 and the limiting problem for (1.4) would be a free boundary problem in which the conductivity would be 0 ahead of the front. A perturbation of the front has to respect this setting, and solutions of (1.7) with minimal decay certainly do not respect this. This is why we are discarding them.
One may also wonder whether an eigenvalue would translate into an actual relaxation rate to the basic solution. We will explain why this is so in Section 5 below. The presentation starts with a brief Section 2 concerning the steady solution. In Section 3, we prove a general result stating that models like (1.7) actually have at most one principal eigenvalue; we could have done it directly on our model, but we think that the result is of independent interest. The main bulk of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 4; assuming that a positive solution to (1.5) exists, we prove the claimed asymptotics. In Section 5, the results are discussed and compared with the previous approximate results obtained when the hydrodynamical effects are included.
The steady solution
Plugging the ansatz λ(t,x,y) = p(x) into (1.4) yields the governing equation of the planar wave propagating at constant velocity c,
To eliminate the translational invariance we use the additional condition p(x = 0) = θ in this section. Here is the relevant information on (2.1):
and the sequence of profiles (p ε ) ε>0 converge respectively, as ε → 0, to a unique c 0 > 0 and a unique profile p 0 (x) satisfying,
The result is quite standard and its proof will only be sketched. We note that any solution of (2.1) is strictly increasing in x (see [1] and Section 4.2) -the model is quite similar and the results apply word by word. Consequently, ε < p ε (x) < 1 for any solution p ε (x) of (2.1). We now delete the ε-dependence of c ε and p ε for simplicity.
and, in turn,
2. x > 0. Consider, for any α > 0, the Cauchy problem we get
This shows that p(x), the solution to (2.1), presents a boundary layer of thickness ε in which p = O(ε) with p ′ varying from 0
According to the boundary condition at the hot side p(x = 0) = θ, the outer solution reads
From now on we choose the origin of the x-axis inside the boundary layer, p(x = 0) = O(ε), in such a way that the outer solution (2.9) takes the simple form
First eigenvalues of elliptic operators on the line
In this section, we consider the general eigenvalue problem
The coefficients a and b are bounded and smooth; moreover we assume that the following quantities
These assumptions contain those on the coefficients of problem (1.7); indeed we have, with the notations of (3.1),
, and the last assumption of (3.2) is true because of the regime (1.9) of the parameters. 
The upper bound on λ 0 is exactly what we need to perform safely the inner expansions of the next section; it indeed yields, with the notations of that section, s = O(k 2 ). We will not look for sufficient conditions for the principal eigenvalue to exist; our argument in the next section shows that it exists. If λ 0 > b + c + , the characteristic exponents of (3.1) at +∞ are positive; thus u cannot decay at +∞. This restricts therefore the range of λ. The one-dimensionality of the eigenspace follows easily: indeed, the characteristic exponents of (3.1) are
so that r 1 − (λ) < 0 < r 2 − (λ) and the space of solutions with maximal decay is really one-dimensional.
Assume now that λ 1 < λ 2 are two principal eigenvalues, with two solutions u 1 (x) and u 2 (x). Note that the strong maximum principle imposes u i > 0 on R. We will prove the existence of q 0 > 0 such that q 0 u 2 ≥ u 1 , and such that there exists x 0 ∈ R for which we have q 0 u 2 (x 0 ) = u 1 (x 0 ); the existence of this contact point contradicts the strong maximum principle, and thus proves the uniqueness of the principal eigenvalue.
To 
and the zero-order coefficient of L − λ 1 c is positive for x ≥ x + ; this implies, by the maximum principle: qu 2 − u 1 ≥ 0 everywhere. We may now consider the smallest q > 0 such that qu 2 − u 1 ≥ 0; call it q 0 . From the strong maximum principle, q 0 u 2 − u 1 > 0 everywhere, so by (3.4) there is δ 0 > 0 such that (q 0 − δ)u 2 − u 1 ≥ 0 for δ ≤ δ 0 on ] − ∞,x + ]; this, by the same argument as above, propagates to the whole line and contradicts the minimality of q 0 . Hence the existence of the contact point, but it contradicts the strong maximum principle, unless u 1 ≡ u 2 , but this implies then λ 1 = λ 2 .
4. Asymptotic analysis of (1.7) We are going to prove the estimate for s in Theorem 1.1 by matching an inner solution (boundary layer at the cold side) with an outer solution through an additional layer that must be taken into account. Theorem 3.1 ensures that the sought for principal eigenvalue is less than k 2 , which will always be assumed to be much smaller than ε −1 . Refined conditions in the course of the proof will show up; however this will allow us to treat, in the inner layer expansions -i.e. the subsection below -the terms containing s as lower-order perturbations. However, this estimate will not be good enough in the outer expansions as we will have to assume it to be o(k 1− 1 m−1 ). This will be made precise in due course.
Boundary layer at the cold side (inner solution).
We anticipate that the solution of (1.7) presents a boundary layer similar to the steady solution, and we investigate the corresponding inner solution in this section. For a ∈ (0,1) to be chosen later on, let us normalise the solution v of (1.7) in such a way that v(x ε ) = 1,
The exponent a will be chosen so that x = x ε corresponds to the border of the boundary layer -namely to an intermediate region suitable for matching the inner solution with the outer solution. Let us introduce the inner quantities ξ and q(ξ):
Denote by L the differential operator
According to the preceding section, Lq ′ = 0 with
see (2.8) and (2.10). Looking for a solution of (1.7) with maximal decay and satisfying (4.1) leads to (1)). The standard idea is to look for the solution of (4.5) in the limit (1.9), of the form
with
The last condition imposed on v looks non-optimal; in fact it does imply the maximal decay due to the fact that the space of solutions decaying faster than e cξ/2 is onedimensional. Looking for the solution to (4.7) in the form v 1 = q ′ Φ leads to
where Lq ′ = 0 has been used. According to (4.4), 9) and the only solution of (4.8) which does not blow up exponentially fast with −ξ when ξ → −∞ is
so that the solution to (4.7) is
The above computation ensures that one can devise an expansion of v accurate to the order o(ε) in the boundary layer. The argument -only sketched here -is by now standard; see, for instance, [7] . Denote w(ξ) = e −cξ/2 and
Here UC(I) is the space of all bounded, uniformly continuous functions on the interval I. We also denote by B w,n the subspace of all functions of B w,0 whose derivatives up to order n are B w,0 . Finally, B 0 w,0 denotes the subspace of all functions of B w,0 vanishing at ξ ε . According to (4.8) , the operator L is an isomorphism from B w,2 to B 0 w,0 and its inverse norm is controlled by ε −a . This ensures that
the desired result.
We may now compute the slope of the solution to (4.5) at the exit of the boundary layer toward the hot side, dv/dx| + , in the region where x is close to x ε , namely:
According to (4.4), we have lim ξ→+∞ q ′′ = 0, and the leading order of the slope is given by
Under the assumption (1.9), the second term in the bracket in the expression of h in (4.7) is negligible; what we really need is
This assumption is consistent with (1.9). As q = O(1) in the boundary layer, this corresponds to
However, this has to propagate to x = x ε where q ∼ (m − 1)cε −a , leading to the stronger condition
which is still compatible with (1.9). Using (4.4) and (4.6), Equation (4.10) then leads to dv/dx| + ∼ −sε 
Equation.
In this section, we investigate the hot region where the thermal length-scale is of the same order as the wavelength, kx = O(1). We then introduce the outer coordinate,
(4.17)
The wavelength being larger than the thickness of the boundary layer, k ≪ 1/ε, the steady solution is a linear function of the coordinate in the outer region where ζ = O(1), p ∼ (m − 1)cζ/k. Introducing this expression into (1.7) leads to the following equation for v = w(ζ), expressed in term of the outer variable ζ,
We have, in (4.18), thrown away the term k −1 f ′ (p)w; a standard maximum principle argument shows that we may safely do this. That we can also throw away the terms containing ε can be proved by an argment similar to Lemma 4.1 below; this will be omitted.
The downstream boundary condition is obtained as follows. Equation (4.18) is valid upstream to the cutoff λ = θ where f = 0. This corresponds to
According to (1.9), we are interested in the distinguished limit
In this limit the quantity ζ θ goes to infinity, ζ θ → +∞. For large ζ, Equation (4.18) reduces to w ′′ ∼ w, so that the boundary condition v(+∞) = 0 must hold since rejecting unbounded solutions yields lim ζ→+∞ w = O(e −ζ ). In physical terms this means that the disturbances vanish before reaching the region where the chemical heat is released.
4.2.2.
Quasi-steady state approximation for n = 1. Let us now anticipate that, for n = 1, there is an outer solution which is in quasi-steady state approximation, meaning that the first term in the bracket of (4.18) is negligible, i.e. This corresponds to the fact that, due to the difference in density, the inertia term in the hot gases is negligible in front of the cold side one. Clearly this argument can no longer be used for n = 0. The outer problem for n = 1 is then reduced to solving
For m = 2, the solution is the modified Bessel function K 0 (ζ) which has a logarithmic divergence at ζ = 0. For m > 2, the behavior of the solution near the origin is obtained by anticipating that w approaches a constant value v e , so that the last term in the left hand side of the first equation in (4.20) becomes negligible, yielding
and thus The key point here is that we may neglect the variation of w. We state it in the We postpone its proof until the end of the paragraph. Assume that it is true, w ∼ v e , Equation 
Combining this inequality with the following one, obtained from the Harnack inequality,
we obtain, by integrating from ζ ε to 1,
which in turn yields
and proves the lemma.
Discussion of the results and perspectives
We first discuss the mathematical implications of Theorem 1.1, and then we discuss its physical implications as well as the questions that it opens.
Relaxation to equilibrium.
Let us explain what Theorem 1.1 says about relaxation to equilibrium in the initial model (1.4). Our point is that, due to the translation invariance in x, there is in general no reason why a solution to the Cauchy problem (1.4) should converge to a translate of p(x) at the rate e −st , where s is given by (1.10). What is true, however, is that the solution will become onedimensional (i.e. will converge to a y-independent function) at the rate e −st . In other words, it will lose its 2D character at this rate and, thus, can be expected to balance the strong (2D) hydrodynamical instability when the full model is considered. In order to keep the technical aspects as light as possible, we will show how the solution of (1.5) becomes 1D at the rate e −st . A nonlinear analysis could certainly be performed on problem (1.4), but it would only be much more technical and we therefore omit it from this paper.
Write the linearised problem (1.5) under the abstract form
Look -this is once again a standard idea in the study of elliptic operators whose coefficients are one-dimensional -for u(t,x,y) with the form u(t,x,y) = e α(x) v(t,x,y), α ′ (x) = b(x) 2a(x) .
Of course, we have here 0 < a − ≤ a(x) ≤ a + < +∞. Then the new unknown v(t,x,y) We assume (consistent with (1.5)) that L 0 has a positive zero eigenfunction. From the maximum principle, the sequence (s n (k)) n is increasing in n; moreover we have, for n = 0, v n (t,.) L 2 (R) ≤ e −sn(k)t v n (0,.) L 2 (R) ≤ e −s1(k)t v n (0,.) L 2 (R) .
By Parseval's identity we have v(t,.,.) − v 0 (t,.) L 2 (R×(0,1)) ≤ e −s1(k)t v(0,.,.) L 2 (R×(0,1)) .
3)
The same estimate would hold for v y (t,.,.) L 2 (R×(0,1)) , just by differentiating (1.5) with respect to y. Now, in our application we have
And estimate (5.3) indeed yields the convergence rate s to the 1D component of v.
Physical discussion.
The relaxation problem under investigation presents two specificities. First, the diffusion length-scale increases strongly across the reaction-diffusion wave. Secondly, the attention is focused to disturbances whose wave length lies in an intermediate range, smaller than the largest diffusion lengthscale and larger than the smallest one.
The motivation of the analysis was to investigate the diffusive relaxation mechanism counterbalancing at small wave lengths very strong hydrodynamical instabilities, such as the Rayleigh-Taylor instability with a small Froude number (based on the total thickness of the wave). The main outcome is that Theorem 1.1 is close to the approximate result obtained when including all the hydrodynamical effects; see [10] and the references herein. The difference comes from the logarithmic term. Is this logarithmic term still significant when the hydrodynamics are fully taken into account? This is an open question that will be investigated in the near future by an extension of the present work.
It is also worth recalling that the Theorem 1.3, for n = 0 and m > 2, is quite different from the relaxation of a reaction-diffusion wave with a single diffusion lengthscale m = 0. In the latter case one gets s = k 2 for every k.
